
Consider This:  V.I.P. Assistance Is A Mouse Click Away From Motivation! 

There is no accident that that this Facebook group can be a game-changer for each and every one of our 

followers. Our networking potential is noteworthy in not only sharing your successes to motivate others but 

perhaps even more important about actively posting your ancestry challenges that need assistance.  With 

a single click of the mouse, I encourage everyone to identify a specific challenge that perhaps our 

Facebook group followers can be a difference-maker by offering suggestions on how to research them.  

We have stake family history directors as followers plus many of you already have a wealth of experience 

in their own areas of expertise.  Do not hesitate to post a question with a few supporting facts or cues and 

we will not view silently in your behalf!  There are 71 followers presently and as we continue to grow, so will 

the expertise and experiences of our Facebook group followers. 

For example, John Mears just posted today in part 1 a tip of how there could possibly be duplication of 

records in the Lutheran Churches in their churches in Southern Germany which are sometimes significant 

distances apart. Hugh Christensen has contribution quite a library motivating postings as well as others. 

There is a Black member of my ward with roots to Central and Southern Africa based on his DNA tests.  

While he is researching his USA family roots to slave owners in South Carolina in preparation for later 

researching his African roots, I have already begun researching the best original genealogical resources in 

Ghana, The Republic of the Congo, Angola, and South Africa in anticipation of helping me tie his ancestry 

more firmly to those areas of Africa.  Tomorrow, I will post the best resources in Botswana and soon all the 

countries between Central and Southern Africa will be covered on this Facebook group for further research 

and sharing of pertinent information available as his American research leads to potential immigration from 

Africa. 

The assets of the 21st century are in its incredible technological capabilities and advances, in networking 

and sharing information with others. If I and other followers know more about your specific needs, we may 

be able to post articles with best practices with techniques and tips for enhancing your family history 

pursuits.  

To help get everybody be fully cognizant of the editorial content of this Facebook group now approaching 

200 posts, I suggest you peruse its table of contents at 

http://www.kuzmich4.com/Facebook/Table_of_Contents_for_Foothills_Ward_Temple_and_Family_History

_Facebook_Group.htm 

The truth of the matter is that there is so much genealogical technology available through the Internet and 

through valuable organizations such as FamilySearch, MyHeritage, Ancestry and Findmypast just to 

share the “tip of the iceberg.” Today, there’s a world of difference in doing original research without having 

to leave your home than when I began doing genealogy with a typewriter 50 years ago. And when 

combined with assistance from our ward temple and family history consultants and the Jewell Bldg. Family 

History Center with its stake consultants, we can’t fail!!!  Above all, I appreciate the encouragement that our 

followers can add with their own insightful comments and postings.  So let us all support each other by 

participating in these various options described above. Motivation is a powerful influence if we take 

advantage of it.  I am certainly looking forward to your participating comments and posts as the Foothills 

Ward Temple and Family History Facebook Group continues to grow and expand since its merger 

beginnings in June, 2019. 
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